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1. South Shore $llO.l (56.9)*
2. South Shore Shops 14.5 ( .8)*

3. Haymarket - North 129.5 (35.6)*

4. Suburban Commuter Plan 18.6 ( .0)*

5. Yards and Shops - 8.0 ( .2)*
6. Station Modernization ~ 15.0 ( 7.1)*

7. Construction Administration 13.0 ( 7.9)*

Total High Priority Projects $308.7

COMMITMENTS - OTHER PROJECTS

1. Southwest Corridor Tunnel 15.8
2. Harvard Alewife .6

3. CASS .6

4. Existing Plant 3.2
5. Revenue Equipment 12.0
6. Private Carrier Acquisition 6.8
7. R/R Service Contract 5.0

8. Non Revenue Equipment 1.6
9. Office Equipment .1

Total Other Commitments 45.7*

Total High Priority Projects
Plus Commitments to Date $354.4

Inflation 28.0

Total Capital Program (Spring 1973)

Projected Availahlity - Capital Funds
$382.4
382.4

• Committed

NOTE: Total Commitment ($154.2M)

MBTA PROGRAM FOR MASS TRANSPORTATION
PROJECT PRIORITIES

FIRST PHASE
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Background
On January 31, 1969, the Board of Directors of the Massa-

chusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA) formally submit-
ted to the Advisory Board three alternative programs for the
continuation of essential public transportation service in the areas
currently served by railroad passenger service provided under
subsidy agreements between the MBTA and two railroad corpora-
tions.

These programs were submitted in compliance with Section
7 of Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968. A copy of this Section
is appended to this Report.

Under the provisions of Section 7, the Advisory Board is
required to approve one or none of the three alternative pro-
grams on or before March 15, 1969 and shall so advise the Gen-
eral Court of its action on or prior to the same date.

On February 14, 1969, the Chairman of the Advisory Board,
Mayor Kevin H. White of Boston, appointed a Special Task Force
to review the three programs and to submit recommendations to
the Advisory Board for action by March 15, 1969.

This Task Force has held four meetings and this Report con-
tains the recommendations of the Task Force as a result of those
meetings.

Revised Program for Mass Transportation
Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968 also directed the MBTA to

prepare a Revised Program for Mass Transportation for publica-
tions by January 31, 1969. This Revised Program was distributed
to the General Court and the Advisory Board simultaneously with
the formal transmission of the three alternative commuter service
programs.

This revised program called for a series of MBTA capital im-
provement projects estimated to cost almost one billion dollars
($998,700,000) by 1975. This revised program cost estimate is

Deadline for Advisory Board Action

Special Task Force
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to be contrasted with the original Program for Mass Transporta-
tion cost estimate of $369,000,000 as submitted by the Authority
on August 18, 1966, and approved by the Advisory Board on Sep-
tember 15, 1966.

The MBTA revised program for Mass Transportation submis-
sion of January 31, 1969, recommends that an additional $540,-
000,000 in long-term Authority bonds be authorized by the Gen-
eral Court to finance the added costs of the revised program.
|The Authority also recommended the imposition of either ad-
ditional state wide or a new metropolitan Boston area tax to pro-
vide financial support for the added bond issue.

In its consideration of the three alternative programs, the Task
Force decided that intelligent review of the three alternative
programs would require a knowledge of the Authority priority
schedule of Capital Improvement Projects based upon current cost
estimates within the limitation of existing financial resources in
the absence of any additional long-term bonding authorization by
the Massachusetts General Court.

The Task Force formally voted to request this priority schedule
from the Authority and the Authority responded by submitting
the information summarized in the Table on the following page.
* In essence, this table indicates that the Authority currently
has available financial resources to complete the South Shore
Extension Project to South Braintree, to complete the Haymarket-
North extension Project only to the Revere Beach Parkway area
in Medford, to finance a short tunnel extension of the Wash-
ington Street subway in the South End of Boston, to provide new
yards and shops for the South Shore Extension, and to provide
new equipment for the Riverside transit line. Current financial
resources do not permit relocation of the Washington Street
Elevated Structure transit line to the proposed joint highway-
transit Southwest Corridor or any transit extension in the South-
west Corridor to Canton or Needham, nor do current financial
resources permit implementation of the Harvard Square - Alewife
Brook Parkway transit extension.
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TO:

“In essence, this table indicates that the Authority currently has avail-
able financial resources to complete the South Shore Extension Project
to South Braintree, to complete the Haymarket-North extension Project
only to the Revere Beach Parkway area in Medford, to finance a short
tunnel extension of the Washington Street subway in the South End of
Boston, to provide new yards and shops for the South Shore Extension,
and to provide new equipment for the Riverside transit line.”

This statement is in error and should be corrected by striking
out reference to new equipment for the Riverside Transit Line
as being funded within the limit of financial resources currently
available as presently identified by the Authority.

PAUL E. McBRIDE
Secretary

Page 3 of the Task Force Report, dated March 10, 1969, states
that:

* MEMORANDUM

March 12, 1969

Members of the Advisory Board

FROM: Secretary

SUBJECT: CORRECTION TO TASK FORCE REPORT
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The Task Force has reviewed the three alternative programs
in the light of this revised priority scheduled submitted by the
Authority.

Three Alternative Programs
The three alternative programs are extensively discussed in

the Report submitted by the Authority to the Advisory Board.
For purposes of discussion in this Report, the three programs
are identified as follows:

Plan A - A minimum capital investment program to retain commuter
railroad service.

Plan B A substitute bus service program in lieu of all existing com-
muter railroad service.

Plan C A maximum capital investment program to retain commuter
railroad service.

The Task Force reviewed the substitute bus service program
(Plan B) and has decided to recommend that the Advisory Board
not approve this alternative program submitted by the Authority.

The reason for this recommendation is the conclusion on the
part of the Task Force that complete substitution of bus service
in lieu of commuter railroad service would not provide a desir-
able level of public transportation service to and from the City
of Boston.

Task Force review of the maximum capital improvement pro-
gram (Plan C focused upon the two main features of this pro-
gram, namely:

(1) major investment in large capacity parking lots adjacent to proposed
new railroad stations along Route 128, Route 93 and Route 95.

(2) reinstitution of commuter railroad service at previously abandoned
stations in Chelsea, Belmont and Somerville.

The Task Force, upon consideration of the large scale invest-
ment proposed for high capacity parking lots and new stations
in the Route 128 areas, and in consideration of the fact that
the land acquisition costs required by Plan C have not yet been
estimated by the Authority, and such costs are not included in
the Capital Cost estimate of Plan C, and finally, view of the fact

Substitute Bus Program

Maximum Capital Investment Program
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that such land acquisition costs could amount to several million
additional dollars of investment which are not reflected in the
estimated annual net cost of service (deficit) estimates shown
for Plan C, concluded that sufficient information was not avail-
able to support recommendation of Plan C.

Secondly, the Task Force must express serious reservations
concerning the re-institution of commuter railroad service within
the inner metropolitan area in view of the fact that service at
such stations was discontinued many years ago because of heavy
financial losses and because substitute transit service was avail-
able in such station areas.

In summary, it is the recommendation of the Task Force that
Plan C not be approved by the Advisory Board.

The Task Force discussed the possibility of recommending the
Advisory Board approval of none of the alternative programs
as submitted by the Authority as provided in Section 7 of Chapter
728 of the Acts of 1968.

Upon a vote of the Task Force, it is recommended that the
Advisory Board not disapprove all of the alternative programs
submitted by the Authority.

Mr. James L. Sullivan, City Manager of Cambridge, dissents
from this recommendation since it is his view that the Advisory
Board should approve none of the alternative programs submitted
by the Authority at this time. Mr. Lowd of Randolph also dis-
sents.

Minimum Capital Investment Program
Upon extensive and intensive consideration, it is the view of

the Task Force that the minimum capital investment program
(Plan A) offers the most desirable basis for continuation of
commuter railroad service within the Boston metropolitan area.

The Task Force, however, is of the strong conviction that the
approval of Plan A by the Advisory Board should be subject to
several modifications which are discussed in the following sections.

Approval of None of Alternative Programs
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(1) Needham and Midland Branch Service
AU three plans submitted by the Authority provide that substitute bus

service would be instituted in place of existing commuter railroad service
on the Penn-Central Railroad (previously New Haven Railroad) Needham
and Midland Division Branch Lines at the expiration of the current sub-
sidy arrangement on July 31,1969.

The Authority has proposed substitute bus service for these two branch
lines in view of the Penn Central Railroad attitude of “showing no interest
in continuing the present subsidy arrangement.” The Authority has stated
that it anticipates a response from the Penn Central indicating under
what conditions it would be willing to continue commuter service on these
two branch lines “within a couple of weeks.”

The municipalities served by these two branch lines have pleaded for
a firm cost estimate of the price of continuing service on these two branch
lines so that they might have an opportunity to individually accept or
reject the cost of continuation of such commuter railroad service. The
Task Force is sympathetic to this request of the Needham Branch and
Midland Division Branch Line municipalities and hereby urges the Author-
ity to seek the necessary firm cost estimates from the Penn-Central
Railroad.

Pending receipt of such cost estimates and an expression of acceptance
or rejection of such subsidy costs by the involved municipalities, it is the
recommendation of the Task Force that final commitment to the proposed
substitute bus service for these two branch lines be deferred.

(2) Deferal of Railroad Equipment Acquisition
The Task Force has discussed at length the advisability of purchase of

all or part of the Boston and Maine Railroad (B&MRR) “Budd Car”
Fleet of eighty-six units.

Upon consideration of the information available to the Task Force at
this time, particularly the lack of a firm purchase price of the equipment
from the B&MRR, it was the opinion of the Task Force that there be no
commitment to purchase the Budd Car fleet at this time by the Authority,
but the Authority take appropriate steps to reserve the right to acquire
all or part of the fleet of 86 units, possibly through a short term or
medium term (e.g., 5 years) lease arrangement, at this time.

Consequently, it is the recommendation of the Task Force that the
Authority defer acquisition of the Budd Car fleet at this time pending
further detailed information from the Authority.

Representative Harrison Chadwick of Winchester wished to be recorded
as “reserving his rights” on this issue.

The Plan A program, as submitted by the Authority, would require a
commuter railroad capital investment of approximately $8,000,000, exclu-
sive of land acquisition costs. The Authority program would provide ninety
percent state assistance for debt service incurred for commuter railroad
purposes.

(3) Debt Service Assistance
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In the opinion of the Task Force, legislation designating up to $10,000,000
of the previously enacted $225,000,000 MBTA long-term bond authoriza-
tion as eligible for one hundred percent state assistance for debt service
if utilized for Commuter Railroad purposes should be enacted.

Consequently, the Task Force remommends the enactment of legislation
designating up to $10,000,000 in bonds issued for Commuter Railroad
service purposes be eligible for one hundred percent state financial
assistance.

Railroad Assessment Formula.
The Task Force is painfully aware of the reluctance of the General

Court to provide any further commuter railroad operating deficit sub-
sidies from the state cigarette tax fund.

The Task Force also recognizes that the formula for the assessment of
future commuter railroad deficits is a critical question to the 79 cities and
towns within the Authority district.

Plan A, submitted by the Authority recommends continuation of the
commuter railroad assessment formula authorized by Chaper 728 of the
act of 1968.

Unless the Chapter 728 formula or a new railroad assessment formula
is adopted by the General Court, the existing express service (i.e., MBTA
rapid transit service) formula would automatically be applied to railroad
deficits subsequent to July 31, 1969.

For purposes of demonstration only, Exhibit A attached shows the
assessment distribution on the 79 cities and towns for B&MRR service
under existing contract terms on an annual basis if not new legislation is
enacted (Note A), while Note B shows the same estimated annual assess-
ment in the event that the Chapter 728 formula is continued through
appropriate legislation.

It is the recommendation of the Task Force that legislation be enacted
to continue the use of the Chapter 728 formula for the assessment of
commuter railroad deficits.

Miss Ann Wood of Manchester, Mrs. Eleanor N. Johnson of Walpole,
Mr. John J. McCarthy of Wakefield and Representative Harrison Chad-
wick of Winchester dissent from this recommendation of the Task Force.

New Commuter Railroad Division
Under Plan A the Authority states it would establish a new Commuter

Railroad Division within the MBTA organizational structure.
The Task Force wishes to strongly emphasize the necessity for such a

separate management function to insure efficient operation of Commuter
Railroad service.

It is the recommendation of the Task Force that the Authority estab-
lish a new Division of Commuter Railroad Service under the leadership
of an experienced and competent supervisor directly responsible to the
General Manager of the Authority.
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Exhibit A
MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY

ESTIMATED ANNUAL BOSTON & MAINE SUBSIDY PRESENT LEVEL
Assessment BasedAssessment Based

Estimated Estimatedon Present
Railroad

Cities on Present
and Express Service Load In

Tax Rate
Load In
Tax RateTowns Formula Note A Formula Note B

Arlington $ 57,247. .58$ $ 37,970. $ .39
Ashland 1,217. .03 710. .02
Bedford 3,488. .07 .2612,729.

11,723.
199,226.
457,001.

Belmont 32,430. .13 .05
Beverly 7,721. .04 .93
Boston 1,943,904. 1.24 .29
Braintree 21,331. .24 8,330. .09
Brookline 78,813. .18 24,676.

21,786.
80,640.

.06
Burlington 6,846. .04 .14
Cambridge 271,123. .89 .27
Canton 8,475. .22 .093,435,
Chelsea 24,206. 8,375. .16.45
Cohasset 3,605. .19 1,508. .08
Concord 5,524. .06 1.35134,146.

26,788.Danvers 2,655. .02 .19
Dedham .. 21,479. 8,073..31 .12
Dover 1,630. ,03 849. .02
Duxbury 1,531. .04 510. .01
Everett 54,371. .38 .1115,089.
Framingham 11,267. .03 .038,936.
Hamilton 1,594. .12 3.4046,129.
Hanover 2,089. .04 696. .01
Hingham 8,989. .08 .044,216.
Holbrook 7,406. .15 .052,469.
Hull 3,812. .08 .031,577.
Lexington 17,183. .09 .1427,930.

34,964.
57,098.
17,823.
28,010.
59,555.
42,188.

Lincoln 2,788. .85.07
Lynn 22,782. .38.15
Lynnfield 3,187. .04 .22
Malden 41,090. .37 .25
Manchester 1,657. .03 1.18

Marblehead 8,623. .05 .23

Marshfield 2,862. .03 .011,260.
Maynard 724. .02 5,117. .12
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Exhibit A Continued

Assessment Based
on Present

Assessment Based
Cities
and

Towns

Estimated on Present Estimated
Load In Railroad Load In
Tax Rate Formula Note B Tax Rate

Express Service
Formula Note A

Medfield $ 1,596. $ .03 $ 836. $ .02
Medford 65,004. .54 42,365. .35
Melrose 23,840. .40 364,602. 6.08 &

yl'7'7 AQ 1 A7Q fICMiddleton 477. .03 1,073. .06
Millis 1,339. .05 446. .02
Milton 38,620. .58 12,802. .19
Nahant 2,151. .14 2,240. .15
Natick 10,588. .06 5,662. .03
Needham 18,956. .07 8,149. .03
Newton 88,409. .26 29,553. .09
Norfolk 763. .04 254. .01
North Reading 3,098. .06 40,041. .77
Norweli 2,621. .06 1,180. .03
Norwood 10,717. .15 3,877. .05
Peabody 6,477. .08 32,635. .40
Pembroke 1,541. .04 514. .01
Quincy 68,965. .35 24,511. .13
Randolph 15,907. .15 5,912. .06
Reading 12,454. .09 261.676. 1.97
Revere 50,647. .60 15,661. .19
Rockland 3,994. .06 1,331. .02
Salem 6,130. .06 95,898. .99
Saugus 10,772. .24 9,381. .21
Scituate 6,028. .06 2,922. .03
Sharon 7,318. .12 2,439. .04
Sherborn 675. .02 225. .01
Somerville 110,181. .81 42,516. .31
Stoneham 10,191. .24 56,729. 1.33
Sudbury 2,405. .08 13,587. .44
o Mm AC CCC KASwampscott 6,101. .06 56,071. .54
Topsfield 784. .03 2,090. .09
Wakefield 14,129. .20 235,478. 3.28
Walpole 3,664. .03 1,525. .01
Waltham 17.204. .11 82,002. .52

MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
ESTIMATED ANNUAL BOSTON & MAINE SUBSIDY PRESENT LEVEL
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Exhibit A Continued

Assessment Based Assessment Based
Cities on Present Estimated on Present Estimated
and Express Service Load In Railroad Load In

Towns Formula Note A Tax Rate Formula Note B Tax Rate

Watertown $ 30,437. $ .34 $ 13,193. $ .15
Wayland 4,524. .13 19,169. .54
Wellesley 15,588. .06 6,719. .03
Wenham 641. .06 14,232. 1.42
Weston 5,169. .05 30,321. .30
Westwood 8,283. .24 3,371. .10
Weymouth 28,945. .19 11,477. .08
Wilmington 6,022. .06 100,863. .97
Winchester 17,128. .09 229,712. 1.24
Winthrop 21,097. .28 8,252. .11
Woburn 14,771. .16 174,976. 1.93

$3,460,000. $3,460,000.

NOTE A: 75% Based on Federal Census Commuter Count.
25% Based on Riders Boarding Express Stations.

NOTE B: 25% Based on Federal Census Commuter Count.
75% Based on Riders Boarding Railroad Stations with an origin

resident tabulation.

(6) Boston Engine Terminal
The City of Somerville, in which the B&MRR Boston Engine Terminal

is located, is concerned that loss of the terminal property from the real
estate tax rolls of the city would create an excessive financial burden
upon Somerville. The Task Force agrees that Somerville should be pro-
tected from such a tax loss.

Consequently, it is the recommendation of the Task Force that the City
of Somerville be protected from excessive tax loss as the result of
implementation of Plan A.

(7) B&MRR New Hampshire Division “High Line”
The City of Somerville has reminded the Task Force that the Authority

has not yet fulfilled an outstanding commitment of several years duration
to provide a satisfactory solution to modify the B&MRR New Hampshire
Division commuter railroad line in such a way as to permit maximum
realization of real estate development in Somerville.

■MASSACHUSETTS BAY TRANSPORTATION AUTHORITY
ESTIMATED ANNUAL BOSTON & MAINE SUBSIDY PRESENT LEVEL
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The Task Force agrees that the Authority should take all reasonable
and timely steps to honor this outstanding commitment.

It is recommended that the Advisory Board urge the Authority to
resolve the “High Line” Problem as part of the Plan A. Program.

(8) MBTA Deficit Assessment Revision
While the Task Force majority has urged retention of the Chapter 728

formula for commuter railroad asssessments subsequent to July 31, 1969,
it is the opinion of the Task Force that a more equitable revision of all
MBTA deficit assessment formulae should be undertaken this session of
the legislature.

The Task Force is aware that this matter is under active and intensive
consideration by a Special Recess Commission of the General Court.

It is recommended by the Task Force that the Advisory Board respect-
fully urge the Special Recess Commission take all reasonable and
necessary steps to recommend a more equitable distribution of all MBTA
assessments.

Attached to this Report is suggested legislation prepared on
behalf of the Task Force which would implement the recommenda-
tions contained in this Report.

Respectfully submitted,
Special Task Force
Commuter Railroad Programs

Attachments

Suggested Legislation
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SECTION 7. The authority is directed, on or before January thirty-first,
nineteen hundred and sixty-nine, to submit at least three alternative programs
for continuation of essential public transportation service in the areas
currently served by railroad passenger service provided under agreements
with railroads to the advisory board subject to the approval of said advisory
board in accordance with the provisions of section seven of chapter one
hundred and sixty-one A of the General Laws. Such programs shall include
estimates of the cost of equipment and facilities to be acquired, estimates of
fares to be imposed for such service, estimates of revenues and expenses to
be incurred and estimates of net losses resulting from operation of such
service. Such programs shall also include recommendations by the authority
as to whether each area currently served under agreements with railroads
should continue to be served by railroad, rapid transit, express bus or other
mass transit service in order to provide essential public transportation service
to each such area in the most economical and efficient manner.

The advisory board shall express its approval of one or none of the three
alternative permanent, long range commuter service programs, suggesting
any modifications and additions that it deems advisable if no program is
approved and shall advise the General Court of its expression of approval of
one or none of the three said programs on or before March fifteenth, nineteen
hundred and sixty-nine.

Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Nine.

An Act to provide for the continuation of commuter railroad
SERVICE TO AND FROM BOSTON.

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is to provide forthwith for the tak-
-3 ing of the necessary steps to continue commuter railroad serv-
-4 ice to and from Boston, therefore it is hereby declared to be
5 an emergency law, necessary for the immediate preservation
6 of the public convenience.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
1 Section 1. Clause (a) of section twenty-five Bof Chapter
2 fifty-eight of the general laws is amended to read as follows:
3 (a) From time to time when required, the contract assis-
-4 tance to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority
5 provided under sections twenty-eight and twenty-eight A of
6 Chapter one hundred and sixty-one A.

1 Section 2. The fourth and fifth sentences of section eight
2 of chapter one hundred sixty-one A of the general laws
3 are amended to read as follows: Twenty-five per cent of such
4 net cost of service of such previous calendar year shall be
5 assessed upon those cities and towns of the authority which
6 had one or more express service stations (other than com-
-7 muter railroad passenger stations) as the first day of July
8 of such previous calendar year. Such assessments shall be
9 in the proportion which the number of riders boarding at all

10 such express service stations in such city or town bears to
11 the number of riders boarding at all such express service
12 stations in the area constituting the authority.

RECOMMENDED LEGISLATION.

(The (Hmmnomuralth of Ulaaaadjuaptta
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1 Section 3. Section eight Aof said chapter one hundred
2 sixty-one A is amended to read as follows:
3 Section BA. Notwithstanding section eight, the net cost
4 of commuter railroad passenger service provided by or under
5 the control of the authority, whether by ownership, lease,
6 contract or otherwise, shall be apportioned as follows;
7 Twenty-five per cent thereof shall be assessed upon ail
8 cities and towns comprising the authority’s territory in the
9 proportion which the number of commuters in each said city

10 or town bears to the total number of commuters in all of said
11 cities or towns. The number of commuters shall be deter-
-12 mined in accordance with the latest decennial census made
13 by the United States Department of Commerce. If said census
14 does not provide the necessary data for determining the num-
-15 ber of commuters, the authority shall determine the number
16 of commuters by some accurate and otherwise appropriate
17 method.
18 The remaining seventy-five percent shall be assessed upon
19 each such city or town in proportion to the respective number
20 of residents of such city or town boarding during the applic-
-21 able period at commuter railroad passenger stations operated
22 by or under contract with the authority within the area con-
-23 stituting the authority; provided, however, that the number
24 of riders boarding at the North Station, the South Station
25 and the Back Bay Station in the city of Boston shall not be
26 included for the purpose of determining such assessments.
27 The number of residents of each city or town boarding at
28 commuter railroad passenger stations shall be determined
29 by the authority on the basis of such samples, surveys and
30 other counts and estimates as the authority deems reasonable
31 and practicable. For the purposes of this paragraph, those
32 boarding at a station who are non-residents of the area con-
-33 stituting the authority shall be counted as residents of the
34 city or town in which the station is located.
35 The income and expense included in the computation of
36 the net cost of commuter railroad passenger service under
37 this section shall be excluded from the computation of the
38 net costs or net savings of express and local service under
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39 chapter one hundred and sixty-one A of the General Laws,
40 but debt service on bonds issued under clause (2) of section
41 twenty-three of said chapter shall be included in the net cost
42 of express service to be assessed under section eight of said
43 chapter.
44 The provisions of this section shall be applicable only to
45 commuter railroad service provided after July thirty-first,
46 nineteen hundred and sixty-nine.
47 Debt service attributable to commuter railroad passenger
48 service, exclusive of the debt service on bonds issued under
49 clause (2) of section twenty-three, shall be included in the
50 computation of assessments under this section except to the
51 extent paid or reimbursed under section twenty-eight.

1 Section 4. Section twelve of said chapter one hundred
2 sixty-one A is amended by inserting the words “or twenty-
-3 eight A” immediately after the words “twenty-eight” in the
4 last paragraph therof.

1 Section 5. The first paragraph of section twenty-three of
2 said chapter one hundred sixty-one A is amended by insert-
-3 ing the following clause immediately after clause (2) thereof.
4 (2A) To design, acquire by purchase or otherwise, and
5 construct, for itself or for lease to any eligible private com-
-6 pany, mass transportation facilities and equipment for com-
-7 muter railroad passenger service, and to acquire real property
8 from railroads for such service or for other mass transportation
9 service, whether or not bonds for any such purpose may also

10 be issued under any other provision of this section;

1 Section 6. The third paragraph of said section twenty-three
2 is amended to read as follows:
3 Not more than five million dollars of bonds shall be issued
4 under paragraph (2) of this section. Not more than ten million
5 dollars of bonds shall be issued under paragraph (2A). Not
6 more than eighty million dollars of bonds shall be issued whose
7 debt service is not assisted by contract under section twenty-
-8 eight exclusive of refunding bonds.
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1 Section 7. The first paragraph of section twenty-eight of
2 said chapter one hundz’ed sixty-one A is amended to read as
3 follows:
4 The commonwealth, acting by and through the executive
5 office for administration and finance, may enter into a con-
-6 tract or contracts with the authority providing that a portion
7 of the net cost of service shall be paid by the commonwealth,
8 and shall not be assessed upon the cities and towns con-
-9 stituting the authority. The portion of the net cost of service

10 not to be so assessed, hereinafter called contract assistance,
11 is limited to (A) the annual debt service on ninety per cent
12 of the bonds issued under paragraph (1) of section twenty-
-13 three, and the annual debt service on fifty per cent of the
14 bonds issued under paragraph (3) of said section twenty-
-15 three, but not in the aggregate exceeding under this clause
16 (A) the debt service one hundred and forty-five million dollars
17 of bonds, and (B) the annual debt service on one-hundred per
18 cent of the bonds issued under paragraph (2A) of section
19 twenty-three, together with not more than a total of five
20 million dollars to be paid to the authoriy for not more than
21 one half of the cost of the authority of agreements with rail-
-22 roads authorized by paragraph (2) of section twenty-three
23 and (C) not more than three million dollars annually, not
24 more than seven hundred and fifty thousand dollars in the
25 year nineteen hundred and sixty-four, to pay interest, prin-
-26 cipal and sinking fund requirements due upon indebtedness
27 assumed by the authority for or on account of bonds, notes
28 and other evidences of indebtedness issued to finance or re-
-29 finance the construction or purchase of express service mass
30 transportation facilities and indebtedness issued by the
31 authority to refinance the same; provided that all facilities,
32 title to which was transferred to the Metropolitan Transit
33 Authority, pursuant to paragraph (d) of section eight A of
34 chapter five hundred and forty-four of the acts of nineteen
35 hundred and forty-seven shall be considered to be express
36 service mass transportation facilities for the purpose of this
37 clause (C); and provided, further, that no amount shall be
38 expended under this clause (C) to pay any interest, principal
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39 or sinking fund requirements on any bonds, notes or other
40 evidences of indebtedness issued to finance or refinance the
41 purchase or construction of rolling stock, garages, yards and
42 shops. For all purposes of this chapter, any moneys due and
43 payable to the commonwealth by the authority as rent for
44 the Cambridge subway shall be considered as debt service on
45 bonds outstanding and may be paid by the commonwealth
46 under clause (C), or otherwise paid or refunded in accordance
47 with this chapter.

1 Section 8. The third paragraph of said section twenty-
-2 eight is amended by changing the first sentence thereof to
3 read as follows:
4 Any debt service, for which contract assistance is paid
5 under clause (A), (B) or (C) above, shall be excluded from
6 the computation of assesssments under sections eight, eight
7 A, nine, ten and eleven and from the computation of net
8 savings to reduce net costs of service pursuant to section
9 twelve.

1 Section 9. The assessment to be made in nineteen hun-
-2 dred sixty-nine on account of the net cost of service of the
3 authority for the fiscal period ended October thirty-first,
4 nineteen hundred sixty-eight shall be made without regard to
5 sections two and three of this act.

1 Section 10. No bonds authorized under clause (2A) of
2 section twenty-three of chapter one hundred sixty-one A of
3 the general laws shall be issued by the authority without the
4 prior approval of the advisory board to the Massachusetts Bay
5 Transportation Authority.
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Task Force Report
The Report of the Special Task Force on the three alternative

programs for suburban commuter railroad service dated March
10, 1969, recommends to the Advisory Board that so-called Plan
A, the minimum capital investment program, subject to the sev-
eral modifications outlined in the Task Force Report, be ap-
proved by the Advisory Board in accordance with Section 7 of
Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968.
Purpose of Dissenting Report &

The purpose of this Report is to submit a formal dissent to the f

Majority Report of the Task Force for the consideration of the
Advisory Board and to provide substantial reasons for such a
minority dissenting report.

Comment on Alternative Programs
The Task Force has recommended that Advisory Board not ap-

prove Plan B which calls for complete substitution of bus service
for all existing Boston and Maine Railroad (B&MRR) railroad
commuter service within the Boston metropolitan area. Such sub-
stitute bus service was rejected by the Task Force because it” .

..

would not provide a desirable level of public transportation service
to and from the City of Boston.” The undersigned can concur
with the position that substitute bus service does not constitute
as desirable a level of public transportation service to and from
the City of Boston as does commuter railroad service, but the rela-
tive desirability of substitute bus service vis-a-vis continued com-
muter railroad service must be measured against the relative
public subsidy capital and operating costs of substitute bus service
versus commuter railroad service. While Plan B shows the highest
annual operating subsidy cost of the three alternative programs
submitted by the Authority, it also involves the lowest capital
investment requirement of the three plans. The substitute bus
plan estimated costs are on a firmer basis since this plan does
not require significant land acquisition costs implicit in Plan A fcf
or Plan C and for which no cost estimate is made by the Au-
thority in Plan A or Plan C. In addition, the substitute bus serv-
ice costs are based upon direct Authority operation of most of
the transit service, while B&MRR commuter service would be
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operated on a long-term subsidy contract, the annual cost of which
is presently unknown and speculative. The Authority Report es-
timates which show the annual financial deficits for the Plan A
and Plan C commuter railroad programs to be significantly lower
than the Plan B substitute bus service do not include all the an-
nual costs that may be reasonably anticipated if either Plan A
or Plan C were to be adopted by the Advisory Board. Inclusion
of such inevitable additional costs for commuter railroad service
would place the estimated annual financial results for substitute
bus service on a more favorable basis when compared to the esti-
mated annual subsidy cost for the commuter railroad programs.
While the undersigned is in general agreement that the Boston
metropolitan area should seek to preserve commuter railroad
service within the area on a reasonable basis, it must be recognized
that preservation of commuter railroad service may not be pos-
sible on a reasonable basis and that the metropolitan area might
be required to accept a substitute bus service in lieu of existing
commuter railroad service.

The Task Force has recommended that the Advisory Board
not approve Plan C, the so-called maximum capital investment
program for commuter railroad service. This Report concurs with
the views and recommendations of the Task Force that Plan C
be rejected by the Advisory Board at this time.

The Task Force has recommended Advisory Board approval
of Plan A, the minimum capital investment program, subject to
several modifications outlined in the Task Force Report. This
dissenting report disagrees with this recommendation for the
reasons discussed in the following sections of this Report.

Both the Authority and the Task Force majority report rec-
ognize the absolute necessity for additional legislation if a rea-
sonably acceptable long-term commuter railroad program is to
be carried out in the Boston metropolitan area.

The Task Force has prepared legislation designed to provide
an acceptable framework under which a long-term commuter
railroad program could subsequently be ratified by the Advisory
Board.

Legislation Necessary
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Consequently, this Report supports the enactment of the legis-
lation appended to the Task Force majority report, but this Re-
port is of the opinion that this proposed legislation, or reasonably
sirhilar legislation, should be enacted prior to any commitment
by the Advisory Board to a long-term commuter railroad program.

The Task Force Legislation contains the following features:
(1) Discontinuance of State Operating Subsidy

The existing ninety percent (90%) state subsidy for commuter railroad
operating deficits would be terminated as of July 31, 1969. This feature
of the legislation is in recognition of the strongly expressed attitude of
the General Court that the existing commuter railroad subsidy is of a
temporary nature while the Authority formulated a long-term program.
Commuter railroad service will have been supported by special state
operating subsidies for the four and one half year period from December
14, 1964 to July 31, 1969. No other MBTA operated or financed public
transit service has received the blessing of state operating subsidy
support. It is basically and outrageously unfair to the users and real estate
taxpayers who support MBTA rapid transit and local bus services to deny
them state operating subsidy while continuing to grant such large oper-
ating subsidies for commuter railroad service.

(2) Formula for Commuter Railroad Assessments
Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968 established a new formula for the

assessment of Railroad Commuter Service deficits upon the 79 cities and
towns. The MBTA recommended program urges that this formula be
adopted as the permanent subsidy assessment formula for commuter
railroad service. Unless new legislation is enacted, railroad service
assessments subsequent to July 31, 1969, would automatically be included
in the MBTA express service formula (i.e., rapid transit assessment
formula). The use of the express service formula for commuter railroad
deficit assessments would be grossly unfair to the inner core municipalities
(the 14 Cities and Towns), particularly Boston and Cambridge. The
Chapter 728 formula would levy the bulk of commuter railroad assess-
ment deficits on the major beneficiaries of commuter railroad, namely,
the City of Boston and the suburban municipalities in which the vast
majority of railroad commuters reside. Unless the suburban municipalities
receiving the benefits of commuter railroad service are willing to bear an
equitable share of the cost of such service as contained in the Chapter 728
formula, or a reasonably similar formula, then alternatives to continued
commuter railroad services must be found!!

(3) Capital Investment Necessary
It is recognized that a capital investment program is required if com-

muter railroad service is to be continued for a longer term period on a
more efficient basis. The legislation prepared by the Task Force suggests
that a sum of approximately 810,000,000 from the existing MBTA
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$225,000,000 bond issue authorization be made available for a commuter
railroad capital improvement program.

(4) Debt Service Assistance
The Task force legislation would provide one hundred percent (100%)

state financial assistance on the debt service of $10,000,000 in MBTA
long-term bonds which are issued for commuter railroad equipment
acquisition and rehabilitation, facility improvements and land acquisition.
This is a most generous state financial assistance program for continued
commuter railroad service.

(5) Advisory Board Approval
An important and desirable feature of the proposed Task Force legis-

lation is the requirement that Advisory Board approval is necessary before
the Authority could issue any or all of the $10,000,000 in long-term bonds
to be supported by 100% state financial assistance for commuter railroad
capital acquisition and improvement projects. This provision is important
in the view of this dissenting report because much more information is
necessary from the Authority before the Advisory Board can reasonably
commit itself to a long-term capital investment in commuter railroad
service.

Upon review of the recommended Task Force program, Plan A,
it has become painfully plain that much additional significant in-
formation relative to Plan A must be developed by the Authority
before the Advisory Board can reasonably be expected to approve,
even in a general or modified manner, this program as submitted
by the Authority.

Such important information includes the following:
(a) Land Acquistion Costs

The Authority Plan A program provides for a land acquisition program
in selected suburban railroad station areas, primarily to provide additional
parking spaces in these station areas. The land acquisition costs are not
included in the estimated capital and operating cost statements contained
in the description of Plan A although it is presumed that the additional
passengers and operating revenues resulting from the additional parking
capacity are included in the Plan A estimated operating statement. The
additional capital investment assumed under Plan A could represent a
significant sum and the approximate extent of such additional investment
should be known by the Advisory Board prior to acceptance of Plan A.

(b) Railroad Right-of-Way Use
Authority Plan A assumes that the Authority would not be required

to pay a rental charge for use of rights-of-way currently owned by the
railroad. Plan A assumes that such rights-of-way will be purchased

More Information Necessary
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from railroads by another public agency under a funding program not
yet enacted by the General Court. This Report views such an assumption
as totally unrealistic at this time and the Authority should anticipate that
it would be required to pay an additional sum for use of railroad rights-
of-way. The Advisory Board should have knowledge of this approximate
additional sum which is not currently reflected in the annual estimated
financial statements for Plan A as presented by the Authority.

(c) Equipment Purchase Price
Although the MBTA has received an appraisal of the value of the

B&MRR passenger equipment, the Authority has no firm option to acquire
all or part of the railroad passenger equipment fleet at the estimated
price. The ultimate purchase price could prove to be significantly in
excess of the Plan A estimated price. The Advisory Board should have
the benefit of a firm purchase price of the B&MRR before acting on
Plan A.

(d) Railroad Subsidy Contract Price
The Authority Plan A assumes that the B&MRR will provide the

commuter service for an annual contract price included in the Plan A
annual cost estimate. Such a contract has not been negotiated with rail-
road management. The eventual annual subsidy payments to the railroad
may be considerably in excess of the estimates of the Authority.

(e) State Aid Assumed
The Task Force endorsement of Plan A assumes that one hundred

percent state financial assistance is available for debt service on bonds
issued for railroad equipment and facility acquisition and improvements.
The current law does not provide for such debt service assistance for
railroad equipment and maintenance facilities. Unless the law is amended
to provide additional debt service assistance for railroad equipment
acquisition and modification, the annual deficit estimates for Plan C
would be considerably understated. The Advisory Board should wait and
see if legislation providing the assumed, or reasonably similar, level of
debt service assistance is enacted prior to acceptance of Plan A.

(f) Assessment Formula Assumed
The Task Force acceptance of Plan A is predicated upon enactment of

legislation extending the use of the Chapter 728 formula for assessment
of commuter railroad deficits. Again, the Advisory Board should definitely
know the formula to be utilized for commuter railroad deficits before
ratifying Plan A.

In the absence of the Important anticipated cost and assessment
data applicable to Plan A, as recommended by the Task Force
Report, it is the opinion of this Report that Plan A should not
be approved by the Advisory Board at this time.
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(A) Railroad Operation of Commuter Service
Under Plan A, as recommended by the Authority, the B&MRR would

continue to operate the commuter railroad service on a long-term basis
by means of a contractual agreement between the railroad and the
Authority.

In fact, most of the major managerial functions, such as investment
policies, service levels and standards, fare levels, service promotion
activities, and most importantly, levels of public financial support, would
be performed by the Authority.

The past four year experience with subsidy supported service operated
by the Railroad Corporation is testimony against long-term operation of
the service by the railroad. The possibility of direct MBTA operation of
the necessary commuter service on a long-trem basis deserves further
detailed consideration by the Authority.

(B) Reading Line Shuttle Service
Plan A proposed by the Authority, recommends long-term retention of

rail Budd Car service on the Reading Line between Reading and the
northerly terminus of Haymarket-North Rapid Transit Line at Oak
Grove in Malden or at Revere Beach Parkway in Medford. This abbre-
viated commuter railroad service is termed “shuttle service.” A separate
Consultant Report prepared for the Authority by the railroad consultant
firm of Carl J. Englund, Jr. strongly recommended against the institution
of a Budd Car “shuttle service” between Reading and Oak Grove because
the Budd Car equipment was operationally and financially unsuitable for
this type of railroad operation. The Englund Report recommended that
substitute bus service be instituted in place of this proposed shuttle
service. Another alternative worthy of investigation by the Authority is
the installation of a paved express bus way over portions of the railroad
right-of-way north of the proposed terminus Haymarket-North rapid
transit project. The Authority has already earmarked funds to purchase
the entire B&MRR branch line to Reading as part of the Haymarket-
North Transit Project. In addition, the Authority has proposed the ulti-
mate construction of a paved express busway on the Penn-Central Rail-
road Midland Branch Line between Norwood and Readville. The
operational and financial feasibility of an express bus operation over
portions of the Reading railroad line right-of-way merits further detailed
investigation by the Authority as an alternative to the proposed “shuttle
service.”

There are certain major issues relative to the Authority and
Task Force commuter railroad programs which deserve further
investigation.

These issues are as follows:

Further Investigation by MBTA
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(C) North Station Improvements
Plan A recommends a capital investment for improvements to thirty

suburban commuter railroad stations but programs no capital investment
to improve the North Station facility, particularly to eliminate the long
walk between the railroad tracks and the North Station building and to
the rapid transit system. It would seem necessary to make improvements
to the North Station area in order to realize the level of patronage esti-
mated in Plan A. The Authority should investigate the need and cost of
a minimum investment program to improve current conditions at the
North Station Terminal.

(D) Maintenance Facility Requirements
The Plan A program provides for continued maintenance of the com-

muter railroad Budd Car Fleet at existing B&MRR facilities. While such
a recommendation minimizes the capital investment necessary to continue
commuter railroad service on a longer term basis, it is by no means certain
that such an arrangement is the most efficient method of providing long-
term commuter railroad service for the Authority, particularly if the
Authority must eventually operate the commuter service directly. Author-
ity consideration of the operational and financial feasiblity of relocating
the Budd Car maintenance functions to the existing MBTA Everett shops,
or any other suitable area, would appear to be in order at this time.

In summary, it is the consiusion of this dissenting report that
there is not a sufficient basis for the Advisory Board to approve
any of the three Alternative Programs for Suburban Commuter
Service at this time.

It is recommended that the Advisory Board approve none of
the three alternative programs at this time pending the receipt
of further information from the Authority and pending enactment
of appropriate legislation by the General Court.

Attached is a proposed vote for the consideration of the Ad-
visory Board.

CONCLUSION

RECOMMENDATION

PROPOSED VOTE
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City of Cambridge
James L. Sullivan
City Manager

City of Chelsea
John J. Slater
Mayor

Town of Randolph
Henry L. Lowd
Executive Secretary
Board of Selectmen

Note: While Mayor Slater and Mr. Lowd concur in the conclu-
sions and recommendations of this Report, they presently
reserve any comment on the specific legislation discussed
in this Report.

VOTED; That the Advisory Board to the Massachusetts Bay
Transportation Authority, in accordance with the pro-
visions of Section 7 of Chapter 728 of the Acts of 1968,
hereby approves, at this time, none of the three alter-
native permanent, long range commuter service pro-
grams submitted by the Authority to said Advisory
Board on January 31, 1969, pending the availability
of further detailed information from the Authority
and pending the enactment of appropriate legislation
by the General Court.

Respectfully submitted,
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